
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

RELATECH EXPANDS THE PERIMETER OF TECHNOLOGICAL 

PARTNERSHIPS WITH REDHAT CERTIFICATION 

 

Milan, 8 April 2021 

Relatech S.p.A., Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (D.E.S.K.) Company and innovative 

SME listed on AIM Italia market (Ticker: RLT), announces that it has further strengthened its 

ecosystem of technological and business partnerships, certifying itself as a partner RedHat, 

a leading company in open-source and Cloud solutions, and an integral part of the big 

international vendor IBM. 

Relatech, expert in frontier technologies Digital Enabler, starts the collaboration with RedHat 

becoming a partner both as Solution Provider and as Certified Cloud and Service Provider 

(CSSP), with the aim of enhancing its internal skills in the Cloud sector and expanding its offer 

based on its own digital and cloud-based platform RePlatform. 

Through the Solution Provider certification, Relatech can expand its offer using RedHat 

technology, which will allow, together with the offer of professional services, to design, plan 

and implement hybrid cloud and open-source solutions. The CCSP program also offers the 

partner the opportunity to expand the cloud services that are offered to customers through 

reliable hybrid and multi-cloud deployments using products already present in proprietary data 

centers. 

Silvio Cosoleto, Chief Operating Officer of Relatech comments: "The collaboration with 

RedHat testifies to the commitment and importance that Relatech attributes to building a solid 

and varied ecosystem of technological partnerships, which allow the company to i) to be able 

to continue to invest in the process of strengthening its digital and cloud-based platform 

RePlatform ii) to expand its offer on the market iii) to have a "vendor neutral" approach, 

guaranteeing the customer tailored solutions. Furthermore, the collaboration with RedHat is 

the demonstration of a further consolidation of the multi-year partnership with IBM. Becoming 

a RedHat partner means for Relatech to acquire further expertise in cloud technology and to 

specialize in offering the customer services and solutions in the Cloud (private, hybrid, public), 

guaranteeing robust and replicable infrastructures that improve operational flexibility, reduce 

costs and allow customer to be more competitive on the market." 



 
 

 

This press release is online at www.relatech.com (Investor Relations/Press Release section). 

*** 

Relatech (ticker RLT ISINIT0005433740), Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (D.E.S.K.) Company, listed on AIM 
Italia since June 2019, is present on the market with innovative solutions dedicated to the digital transformation of 
companies. Relatech is an innovative SME focused on customers looking for the most innovative solutions, 
becoming a strategic partner for digitization and ICT services. Relatech constantly invests in Open innovation with 
an extensive R&D activity carried out internally and numerous partnerships with the main Italian Universities and 
research centers. Thanks to its digital platform and cloud based RePlatform, it provides services and develops 
innovative digital solutions in frontier technologies of Digital Enabler, such as Cloud, Cybersecurity, Blockchain, 
Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things. 
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